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1. What is Innovation



1. Former FRB Chairman Mr. Ben Bernanke

� The most and single important element to decide average life level 

2. Professor Joseph Schumpeter

� No matter how many horse wagon increases, the age of train does not 
come automatically. 

3. Professor Robert Solow

� A study on key drivers for total productivity and economic growth in 
USA from 1900 to 1950 

� Around 35 - 40% of economic growth came from innovative ideas



1. Definition in dictionary

� An innovation is a new thing or a new method of doing something

2. Re define innovation

� Establishment of a new product or production system that brings new explosive 
productivity gains by combining two or more things that are completely 
unrelated

� Unrelated two things exist

� Combined

� Bring explosive productivity

� Lead to new product and production system

3. The reason that rural and underdeveloped countries could not create 
innovation is, not because they are lazy, but because they have few to integrate.  



Declining Productivity



2. Where does Innovation 

comes from?



1. What condition for innovation to be created?

2. Innovation occurs in the process of dissemination and combination of 

superior knowledge (public goods)

3. Conditions

� Unrelated two or more things should exist

� Combine them

� New products or production system that brings explosive productivity.

4. Core of innovation is diversity and integration



1. What/Where meet above conditions best? 

2. Innovation comes from the “city like conditions”

� easier to combine and utilize public knowledge 

3. The city is ideal spatial location; 

� Diverse professions and jobs exist, 

� Enough close to exchange innovative ideas

� Easy to combine jobs and interactions, 

� Easy to transform innovative ideas into real production

� capital markets to finance innovation were strong, and 

�Where inventors had access to well-connected markets.



Harvard University: Empirical Study on Innovation

1. Recent innovation is getting harder and the pace of growth is 
slowing down. 

2. One way to find answers is to look to history. US case. 

3. Innovation flourished in densely populated areas 



Harvard University: Empirical Study on Innovation



Harvard University: Empirical Study on Innovation



History Tells on City

1. Antonio Serra in Italy (late 16th-century)

� Formulated the secret to be a wealthy country

� Key is to diverse labors and jobs as well as returns to economic scale

� Innovation, productivity and economic growth come from maximizing

number of jobs and economic activities in the city

2. Giovanni Botero in Italy (1544 – 1617)

� In 1588, On the Greatness of Cities

3. Veit Ludwig von Seckendorff in Germany (1626~1692)

� Father of German economics

� In 1656, The German Principality



History Tells on Urban

4. Francis Bacon in UK (1561-1626)

� His Essay on Innovation

� Combined different economic activities in the city create synergies
and qualitative means to achieve economic development.

5. Joseph Schumpeter in USA (1883-1950)

� Historical increasing returns to scale

� The dynamic combination of synergy and innovation in job
diversification, specialization, and division of labor leads to economic
growth.

6. Peter Drucker, Phil Libin in Evernote…



3. How can we get New 

Technology?



Three ways to secure new technology 

1. Imitate technologies from advanced countries

2. Invest  in R&D. 

3. Connect & Development (C&D)



1. Imitation and copy is different. 

2. Golden period in UK

� 100 years from Henry VII (1485), Elizabeth I, and PM Walpole

3. What UK did in gold age

� Import high-skilled engineers and technicians from advanced countries

� Benefits such as provision of manufacturing complex site, exemption of 
government tax, and subsidy

� Protect infant industry

Imitation in United Kingdom



Moving from R&D to C&D

R&D 



1. New trends

2. Personal name for patents disappears and organization appears 

3. Growing complexity and high cost for development of new technology

4. Moving from R&D to C&D

� Combine existing technologies and industries

� Electric car + connected car

� Apple I-phone

� Tesla + Panasonic battery 

Connect & Development (C&D)



Symbolic Case of C&D



1. Imitate and investment in technology  

� Smart battery, smart agricultural technologies, 5G internet

2. Make environments for diversifying and integrating different work and 
industry, focusing on 

� Productivity; Creation of new and qualified jobs

3. More and different educational/ training systems

� Thinking flexibility

� Machines surpass humans in repetitive and accumulated data-based 
work 

4. Should strengthen government’s capacity

� Organizational, Mobilizational, Conflict-solving

What We Should Do?



4. After Innovation?



1. Innovation brings positively; 

� Cost down, efficiency up, productivity up, and economic growth

� More professional, higher tech and skills required

� Require less labors 

2. Innovation brings negatively; 

� Will create useless class of labor 

� Wealth and power will be concentrated in a few elites

� Will create more systematic (institutional) inequality

� Dismantle traditional societies.

3. The more humans are professionalizing in specific, the more AI are 
getting smarter and faster.  

What does Innovation Bring?



1. Should create jobs. 

2. However, the key is not creating new jobs, but creating jobs that humans 
perform better than AI. 

3. Useless class will be not be unemployed, but also will be unemployable. 
Thus investment in life time study. 

4. Life time study as solution?

� Is it easy? Is it possible? 

� Is it cost-effective? Is it cheaper than AI? 

How to Address Negatives?



1. US Department of labor statistics released the result of analysis on non-
regular workers in early June 2018. 

� In 2005, similar analysis

� Ratio of temporary workers dropped only from 7.4% to 6.9%

� Increasing outsourcing contracts which lower wages and benefits. 

2. Decreasing productivity in the US . 

� 1947-1973 and 1995-2005 was about 3.0%. 

� For past 12 years, just over 1.0% . 

3. How companies react to decreasing productivity? 

� Likely that companies will invest more in automation and AI, rather than humans.  

Positive Signs?



If innovative technology developments divide humans into 2 groups

useless humans and a small elite groups: 

One is Techno-humanism society

The other is Data-based network society

After Innovation?
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